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Micromechanisms of Fatigue Crack Growth
Retardation Following Overloads
S. Suresh
Department of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering
and Materials and Molecular Research Division of
Lawrence Berkel ey Laboratory·
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Abstract
New mechanistic interpretations to rationalize fatigue crack
growth retardation due to load excursions are presented.

It is reasoned

that crack closure arising from residual tensile displacements is not the
primary mechanism for growth attenuation following a peak tensile overload.

A new mechanism for retardation is discussed in terms of a "micro-roughness"
model.

Quantitative analyses are provided to estimate the extent of

reducti ons ineffective dri vi ng force in the reta rded growth regi on
due to possible crack branching, residual compressive stresses and
fracture face micro-roughness.

It is argued that the retarded crack

advance is effectiveLy governed by the micromechamisms of Stage I growth
although nominaLLy Stage II conditions exist in the post-overload zone.
The impl i cations of the present arguments are shown to be consi stent wi th
a number of typi cal post-overload phenomena cited in the 1iterature .
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NOTATION
a
a*
cr

(da/dN)S
(da/dN)R
h
H

k

kl
Kl
k2
K2
Kcl
Kcl,MR
Kl max
K2max
Klmin
KIR
KIR,S
KIR,OL
N*
rc
rOL
R
'W

Rcr,S
Rcr,OL
UI
UII
w
x
Ct

= crack length
= total retarded crack growth distance
= delay distance (retarded crack advance up to the lowest
growth ra te )
= baseline crack propagation rate
= retarded crack propagation rate
= average asperity height
= height of the specimen
= effective stress intensity factor for branched crack
= Mode I stress intensity factor for branched crack
= Mode I stress intensity factor for main crack
= Mode II stress intensi ty factor for branched crack
= Mode II stress intensity factor for main crack
= closure stress intensity factor
= closure stress intensity factor accounting for asperity
contact
= baseline maximum stress intensity factor
- overload maximum stress intensity factor
= baseline minimum stress intensity factor
= stress intensity factor due to residual stress field
= value of KIR during baseline (pre-overload) crack growth
= value of KIRfollowing an overload
= number of cyl ces for retarded crack growth
= cyclic plastic zone size
= overload factor (= K2max/Klmax)
= nominal baseline load ratio (=Klmin/Klmax)
= critical value of R for baseline crack growth
= critical value of Rfor the effect of enlarged residual
stress field
= Mode I crack displacement
=~1ode II crack displacement
= average asperity base width
= ratio of Mode I and Mode II displacements (= UI/UII)
= angle denoting the extent of the second kink for doublykinked cracks

y

= non-dimensional surface roughness parameter (= h/w)

ocl

= crack
= crack
= crack

°lmax
°lmin
AKB
AKeff
[AKeffJMR
[AKeffJR,B
[AKeff JR,OL
AKO
AKOL
[AKred]R,OL

tip opening displacement at first asperity contact
tip opening displacement at Kl max
tip opening displacement at Klmin
= baseline stress intensity factor range
= effective stress intensity factor range
= value of AKeff accounti ng for fracture face mi cro-roughness
= val ue of AKeff accounting for residual stresses during
baseline crack growth
= value of AKeff accounting for residual stresses generated
by an overload
= threshold stress intensity factor range
= overload stress intensity factor range
ii;,
= excess reduction in AKeff due to enlarged residual stress
field
= constants relating kl' k2' Kl and K2
= asperity semi-cone angle
= distance over which residual compressive stresses are active= flow stress
= res i dual stress
= angle denoting the extent of first branch or kink

•

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is now experimentally well documented that during fatigue crack
growth, load excursions in the form of single tensile overloads or
high-low block loading sequences result in crack growth retardation or
arrest.

Although the transient effects accompanying load interactions

are of paramount importance in the prediction of fatigue life and inspection intervals in such applications as proof testing of pressure
vessels or overspeed testing of rotating machinery, the micromechanisms
governing the retardation phenomena are not yet clearly understood.
Currently available mechanistic arguments to account for growth transients
involve concepts based on a) crack closure due to residual plastic
deformation in the wake of the advancing crack front (1-3), b) crack tip
blunting (4,5), c) residual compressive stresses close to the crack tip
(6,7) and the accompanying interactions between the crack tip and the
elastic/plastic boundary (8,9) and d) possible crack tip strain hardening
(10,11).

Although existing experimental information from numerous

investigations clearly indicates that a single mechanism may not completely
govern the complex transient behavior following load excursions, contributions to the retardation phenomenon due to different mechanistic
possibilities have thus far not been well characterized.

In the present paper, the possible role of various mechanistic
processes in controlling growth attenuation is critically examined.
Although a large body of evidence indicates that the phenomenon of
crack closure (11-15) and the extent of plastic zone directly ahead
of the crack ti p (5) are of more si gni fi cance under pl ane stress
conditions, experimental results for a low strength steel are presented
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to demonstrate that complete crack arrest can occur due to an overload
under plane strain conditions.

Simple quantitative analyses are

carried out to estimate the contributions to growth attenuation arising
from residual compressive stresses and possible crack branching following overloads.

A new mechanism for enhanced retardation (16) is suggested

in terms of a "micro-roughness" model.

It is shown that several well

documented post-overload phenomena can be rationalized in terms of the
present mechanistic interpretations.

Although attention is f.ocussed

primarily on transient effects following a single overload (in order to
identify and analyze clearly the underlying mechanisms), other types of
load interactions are also briefly discussed.

The implications of

the proposed arguments are described not only from a mechanistic viewpoint, but also in terms of the measurement of crack growth rates,
especially at low stress intensities.
2.

EVALUATION OF PREVIOUS MODELS

Fig. 1 schematically shows typical crack growth retardation behavior
following load interaction in the form of a peak tensile overload.

During

fatigue crack growth at a baseline stress intensity range LlKB (= Kl max K1min ), the application of a single overload (Fig. la) results in a
reduction in crack propagation rate from a baseline value of (da/dN)B
to (da/dN)R' with the lowest growth rate occurring over a delay distance
ad' as shown in Fig. lb.

The retarded crack propagates over a total

distance of a* (for N* cycles after an overload) before the growth rates
catch up with the pre-overload baseline values.
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Numerous investigators (6,8,17,18) have employed arguments based on
residual compressive stresses at or close to the crack tip and the
accompanying yield zone interactions to explain retardation subsequent
to overload cycl ing.

Such stresses ari se as a result of the e1 asti c

unloading of the sample which clamps the enlarged cyclic plastic zone
generated by the overload to produce a residual compressive stress field
at the tip of the crack (5).
Wheeler (8) suggested a semi-empirical model based on the premise
. that retardation occurs because the crack has to traverse through the
overload plastic zone.- The extent of retardation is therefore related
to the distance the retarded crack has advanced in the plastic zone.
Willenborg et a1 (9) presented an alternative model based on the
assumption that the stress intensity K1max actually occurring at the
current crack length will be effectively reduced due to residual stresses.
The decrease in stress intensity is proportional to the square root of
the distance the crack has to propagate to be free of the residual
stresses ariSing from an overload.
The

s~mi-empirical

engineering models by Wheeler (8) and Willenborg

et a1 (9) require the crack growth attenuation to be immediate after
an overload and do not allow for delayed retardation which has been
experimentally observed.

The discontinuity in crack growth rates at

the pointof application of an overload (as predicted by these models)
illustrates the absence of realistic mechanisms for retardation.
Moreover, several typical post-overload observations on microstructural
effects (3) cannot be easily rationalized by means of such simple engineering models.

In addition, while residual compressive stresses are
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known to playa major role in reducing effective stress intensity values
over distances of the order of the reversed plastic zone size (5) due to
the overload, the retarded crack growth distance could be up to an order
of magnitude larger than the extent of the reversed plastic zone directly
ahead of the crack tip (19-21), especially under plane strain conditions.
Thus, it appears that although residual compressive stresses constitute
a major and viable mechanism for retardation following an overload, they
cannot solely account for several post-overload observations.
While the residual compressive stresses are generally considered to
playa dominant role at or close

to

the crack tip, Elber (1,2) suggested

that the permanent residual tensile displacements formed due to plastic
deformation could result in contact between the fracture surfaces in the
wake of the advancing crack front, even at tensile loads.

Since the

crack cannot propagate while it remains closed, the effective stress
intensity range, ilKeff , responsible for crack growth is given by
(1 )

where Kl max and Klare
the maximum and closure stress intensities,
c
respectively, during cyclic loading. Such (plasticity-induced) crack
closure arguments have been used to explain the transient effects
following single as well as high-low block overloads (1-3, 22-24).
Extensive fractographicstudies of overload effects in 2024-T3 aluminum
alloy by von Euw and Hertzberg (3,23) typically showed pre-overload
crack advanced by Stage II {in Forsyth's terminology (25»

striation

crack advance, stretch zone due to the application of a single overload
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and highly abraded post-overload zone with irregular surface features
and no discernab1e striations.

Such abraded and striation1ess post-

overload crack growth has been observed by a number of researchers for
a wide range of alloys and overload ratios (3,17,22-24,26-29), except
in situations where the extent of retardation is small in comparison to
the baseline propagation rates (22).

Based on E1ber ' s (p1asticity-

induced) crack closure arguments, von Euw et a1 (3) suggested that the
enhanced residual plastic deformation arising from the overload cycle
results in crack face' contact in the wake of the advancing crack tip
which accounts for not· only the retarded crack growth but also delayed
retardation.

However, information on attenuated crack growth from a

number of studies (19-21, 30-32) reveals that such crack closure
processes cannot fully explain the transient effects due to load excursions.

An examination of crack tip profiles following overloads

indicates the crack is severely blunted by the spike tensile overload
(16,33,35).

Such blunting, which persists for several cycles following

an overload, suggests that plasticity-induced crack closure in the wake
of the crack does not playa major role in retardation (16,33,35).
(In fact, severe blunting following an overload removes the crack
closure which exists during pre-overload cycling and is consistent with
some observations of accelerated crack advance for a few cycles
immediately following an overload (26)).

While it is well established

that plasticity-induced crack closure can occur duri.ng Stage II plane
stress constant amplitude loading without any abrasion marks or
obliteration of striations (1,2,28), it is inconceiveab1e that the same
mechanism of crack closure can remove the striation marks on the fracture
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surface by an abrasion process (3) or enhance microstructure-sensitivity
in the post-overload zone.

In addition,there is existing experimental

evidence indicating that plasticity-induced crack closure due to residual
tensile displacements in the wake of the crack plays a hlore important
role under plane stress conditions (11-15).

Yet, considerable crack

growth reta-rdation does occur following single overloads at lower ilK
levels whe-re'- predominantly plane strain conditions exist (19-22).
Thus, it is inferred that although plasticity-induced crack closure
in the wake of the crack can occur in plane stress constant amplitude
*I--

and high-low b16ck tensile overload situations, it does not appear to
be a primary mechanism for retardation following slingle overloads.
It can be argued that crack tip strain hardening and blunting

are also not the governing mechanisms for growth attenuation.

Jones

reported that pre-strain hardening accelerates, rather than retard,
crack propagation rates (10).

Although blunting does occur on overload

cycling (4,5), it cannot be the primary mechanism for retardation since
the retarded crack branches away from the blunted main crack through
the shear bands generated by the overload (19).
3.

mCROMECH.A.NI S~1S OF CRACK GROWTH RETARDATION

Possible mechanisms for crack growth retardation arising from a
single overload are described in the following sections.

Mechanical

models are presented to estimate roughly the extent of reduction in
ilKeff due to each mechanism.
Fig. 2 shows the sequential changes in crack tip profile in a
OL = 1.8) applied
at a baseline stress intensity range of ilKS = 10 MPalim, from the work

6061-T6 aluminum alloy due to a single overload (r
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of Lankford and Davidson (33).

It is obvious from Figs. 2a and 2b

that the overload severely blunts the crack tip and produces intense
shear bands.

Fig. 2c and similar results in other alloy systems

(l9,29,33,34) reveal that crack branching and subsequent growth can
occur along one of the shear bands.

The change in crack growth plane

and branching due to a single overload are also evident from the scanning electron fractograph of Katz et al (34) for underaged 7075 aluminum
alloy, shown in Fig. 3a and from the crack profiles obtained by Bucci
et al (29) for overaged 7075-T7 alloy, shown in Fig. 3b.

As the crack

tends to propagate along the shear band, the change in crack growth
direction (Fig. 2c) and the enhanced residual compressive stresses
generated by the overload cycle significantly diminish the effective
crack tip stress intensity range.

Reports of various independent

studies (l9,2l,29!33,35) have.indicated that such reductions in

~Keff

in the post-overload zone may result in an effective driving force
comparable to the threshold stress intensity range for crack growth
~KO'

even though nominally higher baseline cyclic loads are applied

externally.

Contributions to reduction in stress intensity range due

to crack branching and residual compressive stresses are estimated as
foll ows.
3. 1 RETARDATION DUE TO CRACK BRANCHING
An examination of existing information on crack tip profiles
foll owing overloads (l 9 ,29 ,33-35) indi cates that the pre-overload
crack can be IIkinked" or "forked" due to the application of a single
tensile overload .. Such changes in crack geometry are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 4.

For a branched (or kinked) crack (Fig. 4a),
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the Mode I and Mode II stress intensity factors, kl and k2, respectively,
can be expressed as functions of the stress intensities for the main
crack, Kl and K2 , such that
kl

= Kll(e)

k2

= K2l (e) Kl

+ K22 (e) K2

where e is the angle denoting the extent of crack branching.
typical values of e

=

the constants Kij can

(2 )

Kl + K12 (e) K2

(3)

Using

45° (Fig. 4a and ref. 29,33,35) and noting that K2
~e

=

0,

obtained from the conformal mappin9 analyses of

Bilby et al (36) for a semi":infinite crack with a kink of unit length at
its tip (Table I).

The stress intensity factors kl and k2 are found to be

0.8 K1 and 0.3 Kl , respectively, from eqns (2) and (3) and the effective
stress intensity at the tip of the branched crack is

with the above calculations yielding k

= 0.85 Kl . Such stress intensity

estimates for kinked cracks, using an alternative method suggested by
Kitagawa et al (37,38), lead to an effective stress intensity k
for b/a

= 0.01

in Fig. 4a.

0.81 K1 ,
Thus it is seen that crack branching arising
=

from a single overload could result in a reduction in effective stress
intensity of up to 19%.

In situations where the main crack is "forked

as a result of an overload (Fig. 4b and Fig. 2c), the decrease in
driving force can be estimated, using similar analyses by Bilby et a1
(36) and Kitagawa et al to be about 35% of Kl (assuming equal crack
length on either side of the fork) (Table I).

ll
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As the kinked or forked crack branches out along one of the shear
bands (29,33-35), it tends to change direction on intersecting a grain
boundary.and on trying to orient itself along the pre-overload main
crack (33,35) (Fig. 2c).

As such additional changes in crack growth

direction occur (denoted by A in Fig. 2c), the effective stress intensity is even further reduced.

A schematic illustration of such

"doubly-kinked" crack is given in Fig. 4c.

The stress intensity

factors kl and k2 at the tip of a doubly-kinked crack can be calculated
using the expressions (39)

(5)

k2

= Kl {cos3(~) sin(~) cos2(~)

- sin(~) cos2(~) cos (~)
(6)

2
[1 - 3 si n ~]}
where e and a are the angles representing the extent of the first and
second kinks in crack path, respectively.

e = 45° and

a

Choosing typical values of

= 90° (from Fig. 2c) for an aluminum alloy, kl and k2

are found, as shown in Table I, to be about 0.63 Kland 0.39 Kl ,
respectively, such that the effective k at the tip of the doubly-kinked
crack is estimated (using eq. 4) to be 0.74 Kl .
The above model analyses, substantiated with experimentally observed
crack tip profiles, clearly indicate that crack branching accompanying
an overload cycle can result in pronounced reductions in the driving
force.

The type and extent of crack branching depend strongly on the
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overload ratio r OL ' baseline stress intensity range ~KB and the alloy
system (29,33). (It appears, from the information available in the
literature (e.g. ref. 29), that crack branching is more significant at
higher values of r OL and lower ~KB and occurs only above a certain
threshold r OL ). Moreover, the applied load is effectively lowered at
the tip of a branched crack during the entire fatigue cycle, and the
Mode II sliding accompanying crack branching also enhances the closure
stress level.

It should be noted that the above approximate analyses·

of stress intensity factors were obtained, ignoring the effects of
the enlarged plastic

z~ne

generated by the overload.

3.2 RETARDATION DUE TO PLASTICITY EFFECTS
Plasticity-induced crack closure is generally considered to occur
in the wake of the crack front due to the interference of the fractured

faces even at positive loads as a result of the residual tensile displacements generated by crack tip plasticity (1,2).

Such effects,

which are known to be of significance under plane stress conditions
(11,15), have been examined experimentally (11-15), analytically (40),
and numerically (41).

There is presently some controversy as to the

applicability of plasticity-induced crack closure to plane strain
loading situations (15).

An important contribution to the above

phenomenon can be considered to arise from the residual compressive
stress field which exists ahead of the crack tip (5-7,42), within the
cyclic plastic zone following unloading from a peak overload tensile
stress.

Since the baseline lower stress intensity range

~KB

does not

obliterate the enlarged cyclic plastic zone generated by the overload,
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such residual compressive stresses due to the overload will act to
close the crack during subsequent baseline cycling.

Rice's plastic

superposition analysis (5) of loading and unloading stress distributions for an elasti c-perfectly pl astic materi al stressed in fati gue
reveals that the residual compressive stresses, erR (equal in magnitude to the flow stress in compression, -er )' act over a distance
o
comparable to the extent of the cyclic plastic zone size, r c ' as
shown in Fig. Sa.

As the post-overload retarded crack progresses

through the cyclic plastic zone generated by the overload, the

"',
residual stresses partially
load the crack.

A simple analysis to

estimate the maximum reduction in effective driving force due to residual compressive stresses can be carried out by considering that a
portion of the crack is loaded by a uniform stress erR (

= -ero ) over a

di stance P~ r c ' as the post-overload crack traverses through the
residual stress field, as shown in Fig. Sb.

The stress intensity

factor K1R for this partially loaded crack is found from the analysis
of Tada et al (43) to be
K

lR

212
liT

= -

erlP

(7)

for p«2H, the height of the specimen and p«a, the crack length.
With erR = -ero and P"" r c and noting that the maximuM extent of the cycl i c
plastic zone generated by a single overload of stress intensity range
t.KOL is ( 44 )

r

1 (t.KoL)2
-2er

c -- 2'11'

o

(8)
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an expression for the stress intensity factor K1R due to residual compressive stresses alone can be obtained.

For positive values of the

nominal load ratio R, the effective stress intensity range in the
presence of enhanced residual stress field generated by the overload
can be expressed, using linear superposition, as

i

since the effective K1min is zero when IK1R,OL\·~ IK 1min and
(10)

since residual compressive stresses are active during the complete
loading cycle.

Combining eqns. (7)~·(9), the effective stress intensity

range in the post-overload zone (taking into account only the effect of
residual stresses) can be written as
(11)

Residual compressive stresses are present even during constant
amplitude loading and the effective stress intensity range in the
presence of compressive stresses at pre-overload baseline
been obtained using similar analyses (45).

~KB

has

In somewhat simplistic

terms, this has been effectively modelled (45) using Irwin's physicallyadjusted crack length concept and plastic zone (cyclic) such that

r.

J

LLlKeff R,B

=

~KB

K1max - TI when I K1R,B

I : :. I Klmin I

(12 )
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Thus the excess reduction in effective alternating stress intensity,

[~KredJR'OL due to an enhanced residual stress field arising from a
single overload can be calculated by subtracting eq. (11) from eq.
(12), such that
(13)

R,OL
when \ K1R,OL/ an~ IKl R,B/ are larger than fKlmin

I.

An examination of equations (9) through (13) reveals that residual
compressive stresses playa major role in crack growth retardation
only at lower nominal baseline load ratio (R) values.

In other words,

when jK1R,OLI :< /Klminj , the effective stress intensity range becomes
equal to the nominal applied

~K.

It means that there is a critical

nominal value of baseline load ratio, Rcr, OL above which residual

compressive stresses may not influence post-overload growth rates.
This critical value of load ratio can be estimated by setting
( l4a)

=

and noting that

~KOL

= rOL Klmax - Klmin ' such that

r

Rcr,OL = ~
71+1

(14b)

Similarly, residual compressive stresses decrease the driving force
during constant amplitude loading (45) only below a critical (nominal)
load ratio, Rcr,B

R
= 71"+1
1
cr,B

(14c)
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The above simple analyses have been found to be consistent with
a number of experimental' observations cited in the literature.

Actual

treasurements of strain fields near the crack tip using stereoimaging
techniques (46) do indeed reveal that the role of compressive stresses
is much smaller following an overload at R = 0.62 than those forR
in accordance with eqns. (9), (10) and (14b).

= 0.27,

In addition, the pro-

nouncedeffects of residual compressive stresses in reducing effective
~K

only at low load ratios even in constant amplitude loading (eqns. 12)

and (14c), and the values of Rcr,B ' as predicted by the above analyses,
are corroborated by results on effective driving force in a wide range
of aluminum and ferrous alloys (11,21,29,45) at low stress intensity
values.
Thus, the above model s indi cate that res i dua 1 compressi ve stresses
and crack branching could substantially reduce the effective
for crack advance in the post-overload z.one.

~K

responsible

However, as discussed

earlier, these two processes do not completely account for all the
retardation effects following overloads.

It therefore, becomes apparent

that additionaZ mechanistic possibilities should be considered in order
to gain an understanding of the different transient effects due to
load excursions.
Estimation or measurements of the actual driving force in the postoverload zone have shown that the effective stress intensity range at
the crack tip could be close to the value of the threshold stress
intensity factor range, 6K for fatigue crack growth despite a higher
o

nominaZ post-overload

~B

(19,21,29,33,35).

In other words, residual

compressive stresses and crack branching could lower the effective
stress intensity range to such an extent that near-threshold conditions
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(Stage I growth in Forsyth' s terminology (25) )exi st effectively at the
post-overload crack tip even though intermediate stress intensity
conditions (Stage II growth in Forsyth's terminology (25)) are applied
externally (16).

While it is widely acknowledged that Stage II crack

growth occurs by a striation mechanism induced by concurrent or alternating slip systems (25,28), Stage I (near-threshold) crack advance is
known to take place primarily along a single slip system (25,48-50)
since the plastic zone size generated by the local driving force is
typically smaller than a grain size, as shown in Figs. 6a and 6d.
Experimental evidence based on crack path and fractography in steels
(Figs. 6b and 6e) (48), and in aluminum (Figs. 6c and 6f) (51,52) and
titanium (53) alloys indicates that such Stage I propagation mechanism
results in serrated or faceted fracture features and an irregular surface
morphology and is accompanied by a strong Mode II displacement even
under nominally Mode I cycling conditions.

The occurrence of Mode II

displacements during post-overload cycling and in near-threshold constant
amplitude fatigue crack propagation has been verified experimentally
using in-situ SEM analyses and from crack profiles showing the relative
movement of the two fracture surfaces along the crack plane (33,35,50,
53,54). The presence of Mode II displacements and microscopically
"rough" surface features (which clearly show the mechanistic similarities between constant amplitude near-threshold and post-overload
crack advance) readily provide a mechanism for a reduction in effective
~K

due to premature contact of the fracture surfaces (16), in addition

to the already discussed decrease in effective
branching and residual stresses.

~K

arising from crack

The extent of retardation due to

"micro-roughness" is estimated in the following section.
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3.3

MICRO-ROUGHNESS MODEL FOR CRACK GROWTH RETARDATION
Fracture surface micro-roughness is two-dimensionally modelled in

terms of asperities assumed to be of triangular cross section and
approximately equal in size (50), as shown in Fig. 7.
an average height h, base width wand semi-cone angle

Asperities have
1/J

·at the tip.

Fig. 7a shows the crack opening displacement clmax ) at the maximum load
in the fatigue cycle. During the decreasing part of the loading cycle,
the crack'is assumed to be unloading in Mode I with a concomitant
Mode II displacement (U II ) taken as a fraction x of the Mode I displacemen t (U I) • Then, the two fra cture s urfa ces wi 11 fi rs t come into conta.ct
at a crack opening displacement of 0cl

= 0lmax

- UI (Fig. 7a). Based
on simple geometric considerations (as detailed in Fig. 7), the fo110wing expressions for closure and effective stress intensity factors,

Kc1 ,MR and ~Keff,MR' respectively, due to premature contact of the
fracture surfaces can be obtained;

j _

Kcl
[K
lmax MR
~Keff,MR

where

I 2yx
V 1+2yx

(15 )

~J
[ -vT+2YX

(16 )

= Klmax 1

is a non-dimensional surface roughness parameter equal to h/w.

y

The non-dimensional ,closure stress intensity factor (Kcl/Klmax)MR is
plotted in Fig. 7b as a function of y to show the effect of micro-roughness
for different values of x.
values

y

= 0.5

and x

= 0.5

With typical estimates of post-overload
fora 606l-T6 aluminum alloy (33), it is

found from eqns. (15) and (16) that the closure stress intensity levels
are about one third of the Klmax value.

Note that this micro-roughness
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induced retardation will be effective only if 0lmin < h, where 0lmin
is the minimum crack tip opening displacement.
From the above analysis and example, itis obvious that significant
reductions in effective stress intensity range are caused by fracture
surface microrouqhness and post-overload Mode II displacements.

Thus,

the micro-roughness model provides a new mechanistic basis for sustained
retardation even when residual compressive stresses are not important,
i.e., when retardation occurs well beyond the cyclic plastic zone
generated by the overload (19,20,33,35,47).

It should be noted that the

micro-roughness mechanism does not initiate the process of retardation
following an overload, but only prolongs crack growth attenuation once
Stage I fatigue mechanisms are activated in the post-overload zone by
residual compressive stresses, crack branching, and possibly some
contribution from Elber-type closure in the wake of the advancing crack
front.

(Although fracture surface roughness along with Mode II displace-

ments 1eads to crack face contact and hence closure, such closure processes are completely different from the mechanism of plasticity-induced
crack closure originally proposed by Elber (1.2)). After the lowest
crack propagation rate, as the retarded crack grows away from the zone
of residual compressive stresses and crack branching (perturbations in
crack path), a proqressive increase in effective

~K

and lower Mode II

displacements and abrasion result until the plastic zone size generated
by the effective driving force roughly equals the grain size and the
growth rates catch

UP

with the nominal pre-overload baseline values.

An estimate of the extent of reduction in effective

~K

due to

crack branching. residual compressive stresses and micro-rouQhness
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can be obtained (as detailed in Table II) by considering the 6061-T6
aluminum alloy system shown in Fig. 2.
from the information in Fig. 2c,

From eqns. (5) and (6) and

it is noted that crack branching alone

results in a decrease in effective stress intensity of

UD

to 26%.

Moreover. the enlarged residual compressive stresses' generated by the
overload are found. fromeqn. (13), to reduce the effective llK further
by 32%.

Thus crack branching: and compressive stresses bring the effect-

ive llK down to 4.2 MPalim at the crack tip. (assuming concurrent action
by the two processes) although the nominal llKS

= 10

MPalim.

The micro-

roughness mechanism activated by such low effective llK values lowers
the crack tip effective driving force bv an additional 33% (as estimated
from eqns. (15) and (16) with estimated values of
for 606l-T6 aluminum alloy from ref. 33).

y

= 0.5

and x

= 0.5

This results in a predicted

effective stress intensity range in the post-overload region of 2.8 MPalim
(as summarized in Table II), even though the nominal llKS is 10MPalim.
Actual measurement of the effective stress intensity range for 6061-T6
aluminum alloy following a single overload (for the conditions used in
Fig. 2,. Table II and the present calculations) by Lankford and Davidson
(33) have yielded a value of llKeff

=

2.2 MPalim, in good agreement with

the predictions of the above models.
4.

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE AND IMPLICATIONS

The above models and mechanistic arguments for crack growth retardation, based on residual compressive stresses, crack branching and
micro-roughness, rationalize a number of typical post-overload experimental observations related to mechanical, micro-structural and
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environmental effects.

Impl ; cati ons of the present interpreta-ti-ons--- -

and existing evidence in support of them are discussed in this section.
4.1

STRIATIONLESS POST-OVERLOAD CRACK ADVANCE
It has been found from several investigations (3,19,22-24,26,

28,29,34,47) that the application of a peak tensile overload could

result in striationless crack growth in the post-overload region even
for nominally Stage II loading conditions.

Although attempts have been

made to interpret such transient characteristics based on plasticityinduced crack closure concepts (3,22), such a behavior is fully
consistent with the present argument that near-threshold (Stage I,
single slip) mechanisms could effectiveZy govern retarded crack advance
following an overload. even though nominally Stage II conditions are
expected.

The presence of Mode II displacements, typical of Stage I

growth (48-50), which have been experimentally confirmed for post-overload
retarded crack propagation (33,35,46), corroborate the validity of
such mechanistic interpretations.
4.2

FRACTURE SURFACE ABRASION FOLLmllNG AN OVERLOAD
As mentioned earlier, it is a well documented observation that

severe abrasion between the crack faces occurs in the post-overload
zone (3,19,22-24., 26,28,29,34,47).

Fig. 8 shows the fracture surface

appearance due to pre-overload crack growth by a striation mechanism
(region A), the stretch zone created by a Single overload (region B),
and the abrasion and serrated crack growth following an overload (region
C), from ref. 22.

The micro-roughness model readily provides a physically
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appealing rationale for the occurrence of such abrasion in the postoverload zone since the Mode II displacements lead to asperity contact
and cause "rubbing" and "relative sliding" between the crack faces
(3,23).

In situations where the overload is small (YOL

~

0.5) and

the ilKB values are high, striations are observed in the post-overload
zone.

Such a behavior is consistent with the present model because

near-threshold conditions and Stage I crack advance cannot be initiated
by small reductions in effective driving force at high llK8 values.
4.3 MICROSTRUCTURE-SENSITqVE RETARDED CRACK GROWTH
The post-overload crack propagation behavior is found to be
influenced by microstructure as well as crack tip/grain boundary interactions (19,33,47), whereas Stage II constant amplitude crack advance
at the same nominal llK8 is generally considered to be independent of
microstructure (49).

As it is known that Stage I crack propagation is

highly microstructure sensitive (49,50), similar behavior in the
post-overload zone is to be expected if the retarded crack is controlled
by the micromechanisms of such Stage I growth, as detailed in this work.
4.4

DELAYED RETARDATION
Reductions in effective ilK induced by micro-roughness and Mode II

displacements sustain retardation once Stage I growth conditions are
activated by other mechanisms such as residual compressive stresses
and crack branching.

The fact that events such as crack branching,

lowering of the effective llK to near-threshold levels and initiation
of Mode II displacements have to occur before growth rates are further
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reduced by premature contact between the fracture surfaces, is consistent with the phenomenon of delayed retardation.
4.5 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON CRACK GROWTH RETARDATION
Although the effects of mechanical and metallurgical factors on
transient behavior following load excursion have been experimentally
investigated in several studies (1-24,26-35), the important role of
environment has received little attention.

It has been shown that in

some aluminum alloys, delay effects following overloads may be less
pronounced in an aggressive environment compared to an inert gaseous
environment, possibly due to the embrittling effect of the medium (20).
As it is known that in moist environments, enlarged corrosion products
formed on fracture surfaces due to fretting and rubbing at low growth
rates can result in additionaZ crack closure (29,55-58), the role of
such additional closure processes is found to be a strong function of
alloy composition and heat treatment in aluminum alloys (59,60).
The corrosion products formed on the fracture surfaces of ASTM 70l0-T7
aluminum alloy (29) during post-overload cycling are shown in Fig. 9a.
A high magnification picture of the oxide layers formed during postoverload fatigue cycling in an ASTM A 542 class 3 steel are shown in
Fig. 9b.

Such excess corrosion layers formed due to fretting and

rubbing contact between the two fracture surfaces following overload
cycling are similar to those observed for near-threshold crack growth
(57) and give further supporting evidence to the present argument that
the micromechanisms of retarded crack growth due to load excursions
are the same as those for near-threshold crack advance.

Quantitative
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estimates of the thickness of corrosion products in the post-overload
region using scanning Auger spectroscopic analyses (16,57,58) show
that the extent of oxidation due to fretting and rubbing in the

~-

retarded crack growth region could be higher (depending on r OL and
~KB) than that for the same ~KB before the overload. Similar results
have been obtained for a 2020 aluminum a110y(61) where the application
of single tensile overloads at intervals of 8000 cycles is found to
increase considerably the fracture surface oxidation as compared to
constant amp1utude cyc1inq at the same

~KB

level.

4.6 TRANSIENT EFFECTS DUE TO VARIOUS TYPES OF LOAD INTERACTIONS
Although the mechanistic descriptions of crack growth retardation
discussed thus far have centered around transient effects associated
with single spike overloads, these arguments could be extended to
other types of variable amplitude loading situations as well.

For

example, the retardation or crack arrest resulting from a high-low
block loading sequence is found to be much greater than that observed
for a single overload of equivalent r OL (22,26,29). The fractographic
features associated with high-low block loading in a 2024-T3 aluminum
alloy are illustrated in Fig. 10, from the work of von Euw (22).
While mechanisms such as closure in the wake of the crack and residual
compressive stresses have been previously used to rationalize retardation following high-low block loading, the extent of abrasion, fracture
surface roughness (Figs. lOa and lOb) and microstructure sensitivity
in the retardation zone clearly suggest that the micro-roughness
mechanisms also plays a significant role in sustaining crack growth
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retardation.
In variable amplitude fatigue tests involving under10ads (compresj~.

sive overloads) application of an underload prior to a single overload
does not have any effect on subsequent retardation whereas an underload following an overload tends to minimize retardation (26).

The

former behavior is generally considered to be due to the closure of
the crack during the application of an underload which does not generate
any residual stress fields at the crack tip.

However,since an over-

load severely blunts the crack tip (Figs. 2b and 2c) (and since the
crack tip remains blunted even after unloading from the peak overload
stress), subsequent underload cycling causes little closure in the wake
and hence could generate residual tensile stresses at the crack tip
which nullify some of the beneficial retardation effects of the overload.
4.7 PLANE STRAIN CRACK ARREST DUE TO OVERLOADS

Although crack growth retardation under predominantly plane stress
conditions has been dealt with in detail by numerous investigators,
little information is currently available on the mechanisms of growth
attenuation under plane strain conditions.

Crack propagation data for

single overload cycling are presented in this section for a low strength
2 1/4 Cr- 1 Mo Steel (ASTM A 542 Class 3)at low baselinellK levels where
predominately plane strain conditions prevail.

The fully bainitic steel

(hereafter referred to as SA 542-3) has chemical composition
cal properties shown in Table III.

an~

mechani-

Crack arrest resulting from the appli-

cation of a 100% single overload (r OL = 2) at lIKB values of 9.0 MPalm
and 8.5 MPalim (just above the threshold stress intensity range lIKo =
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7.7 MPalim) are shown in Fig. lla and llb, respectively, for a testing
frequency of 50 Hz and load ratio of 0.05 in an environment of room
temperature moist air (30% RH).

No crack growth was observed even

after 30 hours of post-overload cycling at

~KB.

Such results clearly

indicate that in plane strain crack growth, even a single overload
can completely arrest the -crack and resul t in a IIpremature threshold ll
~Ko

(Fig. 11c).

From eq. (14) it is noted that for both values of

~KB'

crack bra-llching alone -could reduce the driving force to such an extent
that the effective
for crack growth,
occur for

stre~s

~K

responsible for crack advance is below the threshold

~Ko (=

7.7 MPalim).

intensities below

Since no crack propagation can

~Ko'

complete crack arrest takes

place in both cases, as found in Fig. lla and llb.
Although care is normally taken to avoid any load excursions during
near-threshold crack growth measurements, 'spike loads (or lIovershootsll)
could sometimes occur during automated load-shedding or IIparkingli the
test overnight.

As shown in Fig. 11, such spike loading results in

premature values of

~Ko

(higher than the actual

~Ko)

and erroneous

interpretations.
5..

CONCLUSIONS

It is demonstrated with the aid of extensive experimental evidence
from the literature that post-overload retarded crack advance is
governed primarily by the micromechanisms of near-threshold crack growth.
A new mechanism for enhanced retardation is suggested based on a microroughness model.

It is reasoned that closure in the wake of the crack
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tip due to residual tensile displacements is not likely to be the
primary mechanism for retardation.

Simple mechanical models are

presented to show that substantial decrease in effective stress
intensity range occurs due to crack branching, residual compressive
stresses and fracture surface asperity contact following an overload.
The predictions of such models are found to be in good agreement
with the measured values of effective stress intensity in the postoverload zone.

A number of mechanical ,microstructural, and environment-

al phenomena typically observed after the application of an overload
has been rationalized in terms of the present arguments.

The importance

of an understanding of such concepts to crack growth measurement and
analysis is emphasized.
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Table I
Stress Intensity Factor Calculations for Branched Cracks
Type of Branching
a)

kinked crack
(Fig. 4a)
8:::: 45°

b)

forked crack
(Fig. 4b)
28= 90°

c)

doubly-kinked crack
(Fi g. 4c)
8 ::::45°
ex = 90°

Condition

~

k2/K]

k/Kl

Reference

. b«a
b/a=O.Ol

0.8
0.71

0.3
0:39

0.85
0.81

(36)
(37)

{b«a}

0.58
0.6

0.33
0.3

0.65
0.67

(36)
(38)

b~c

I

w

--'
I

r«a
}
[~: ~ ol
=

0.63

0.39

0.74

(39)

Table II
Comparison of Predicted and Measured Effective Intensity Ranqe in the Post-Overload
Re~ion for the 6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy Shown in Fig. 2.
Loadinq Conditions: AKB = 10
Mechanism

Crack Branching
a}

.

a

lW

; rOL = 1.8 ; R = 0.2

EQuations

Conditions

e~45°,

MPa~

90°

Result

(4)-(6)

k/Kl

b«a

AK B=10
b) Crack-tip Plasticity

~

0.74

reducti on in AKeff Z O. 25AK B

(AK-red~ R,OL = 0.25 K1max

MPa~

(13)

rOL =1.8

-.: : 0.32 AKB

R=0.2

.(0: K1max = AK B/l-R)

Effective AK with the combined action of (a) and (b) is [AK](a),(b)~ 0.42 AKB = 4.2 MPa~

c)

Micro-Roughness and

x=0.5

(15 )

Mode II Effects

y=0.5

and (16)

..

-

--

------

-_

.

AKeff = 0.67 [AKJ (a),(b)

.

-

Preditted AKeff in the post-overload reqion = 0.67 x 4.2 MPalim = 2.8 MPalim
Measured AKill in the post-overload region (from ref. 33)

= 2.2

MPa~

!

W
N
I

..J

t'

'.'

Table III
Chemical Composition and Mechanical Properties of SA 542-3 Steel
a)

Chemical Composition (wt. pct.)

C

Mn

S1

N1

Cr

Mo

P

S

Cu

Fe

O. 12

0.45

0.21

0.11

2.28

1.05

0.014

0.015

0.12

Balance

b)

Room Temperature Mechanical Properties

0.2% Offset Yield Strength
monotonic
(MPa)
500

U.T.S.

Redn. in Area

Klc

I

W
W

c~clic

I

(r~Pa )

(MPa)

(Pct)

(MPalin)

400

610

77

295

-34Nominal Load Ratio, R = Klmin/Klmax
Baseline Stress Intensity
Range, dKa= KI max -K I min
.
,
Overload Stress Intensity Range, dK OL = K 2max- K I min
Overload Factor, rOL
K
/K
2max
I max

=

(a)

lit

c:

QJ

....c:
:::

~

.

QJ

~

Klmin

~-----~-------------~-------------------.
Time, t

(dO) I-(_b)_ _ _ _.....

i

dNa

e

~z

u~
0

e

U~
QJ

:0
.~

&f

Crock Length, a
(e)

o
0'

c:

QJ

..J

i

a

-------(dO)

_

dN R

I

I

.1

~

u

...o

U

Number of Cycles, N
xaL 825 -5717

Fi g. 1

Nomenclature of different parameters used to describe overload interactions on fatigue crack growth.
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( b)

(0)

.N
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Fi g. 2

Sequential changes in crack profile due to an overload interaction in 6061-T6 aluminum alloy at i1KB = 10MPa/iii, R~0.2
and rOL = 1.8; (a) Pre-overload, K = Klma ; (b) overload,
K=K2max; (c) 160 cycles following an overfoad, K=Kl max and
(d) 2500 cycles following an overload, K=Kl max (after ref. 33).
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Fi g. 3.

Changes in crack growth plane following an overload: (a) in
underaged 7075 aluminum alloy (after ref. 34); arrow indicates
crack growth direction; (b) in overaged 7075-T7 aluminum
alloy (after ref. 29); arrow indicates the point of application of an overload.
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Fig. 4

Schematic showing possible types of crack branching after
an overload and the corresponding nomenclature to describe
stress intensity factors.
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Fi g. 5

I,

Illustrations of plastic zones ahead of a fatigue crack
where the maximum influence of the residual stresses is
effectively modelled to be active over a distance P.-.lYc'
the enlarged cyclic plastic zone size, by partially loading
the crack.
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Near-Threshold: ry<dg
(Stage It Modesn+I)

Higher Growth Rates: ry > d g
(Stage TI, Mode I)

Flow Bond
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XBB 821-736

Fi g. 6

Crack opening profiles and resulting crack path morphologies
corresponding to (a), (b), (c) near-threshold (Stage I) and
(d) (e) (f) higher growth rates (Stage II) fatigue crack
propagation. (b) and (e) are nickel-plated fracture sections
of fatigue crack growth in 1018 steel (after ref. 48) and
(c) and (f) are metallographic sections of crack growth
in 7075-T6 aluminum alloy (after ref. 51). ry is the maximum plastic zone size and dg the average grain size.
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Fig. 7 (a)

Fi g. 7

(a) Schematic illustration of Stage I fatigue crack in the
fully-open and unloading configurations and derivation of
expression for ~1 and ~Keff accounting for fr9.cture surface
micro-roughness (50); (b) Variation of non-dimensional
closure stress intensity (Kcl/Klmax)MR with non-dimensional
roughness parameter y for different values of x.
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XBB 825-4847A
Fig. 8.

Fractograph showing the surface appearance in the pre-overload
zone (A), stretch zone (B), and the post-overload zone (C) in
2024-T3 aluminum alloy (after ref. 22).
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XBB 826-5019

( b)
Fi g. 9

Bands of corrosion products formed on the fracture surfaces
due to fretting and rubbing following .an overload in (a )
7010-T7 aluminum alloy (after ref. 29) and (b) SA542-3
steel ( present study).
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(0)

(b)

XBB 825-4825

Fig. 10

Fractographic features resulting from high-low block loading
sequences "in a 2024-T3 aluminum allol (after ref. 22). (a)
6KB = 9.8 MPairTI and 6KOL = 14.7 MPa/m; (b) 6KB = 16.4 MPairTI
and 6K OL = 24.5 MPalm. Arrow indicates crack growth direction.
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Fi g. 11

Complete crack arrest following a single overload during £lane
strain crack growth in SA 5~2-3 steel (a) at ~KB = 9 MPa~
and (b) at ~KB = 8.5 MPalm. Fig. (c) shows the premature
values of ~Ko obtained due to the application of a single overload at lIKB values of 9 MPalm (point 3) and 8.5 MPalm
(point 2). Point 1 corresponds to the measured value of
~Ko with no overloads.
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